
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of software
test specialist. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for software test specialist

Document the test case description for reuse
Integrate the test procedure and test case results in the TestRail test tool
environment
Help system integration and product support for the product sales
Ensure that the test coverage can adapt to problems reported by customers
Responsible for performing hands-on new feature and function testing to
ensure product functionality is working according to specifications
Makes use of the individuals' high level of knowledge within areas of specialty
You will oversee and perform test execution activities, including
implementation of test automation procedures and scripts
You will determine proper prioritization of the testing activities and ensure
integrative work and full coverage of test scenarios based on the test plan
and observations from concurrent testing activities
You will be monitoring bug fixing activity and the validation of fixes, support
and promote the test efficiency and optimization initiatives
Once you learn our products inside out , you will have opportunities to get
involved with onsite solution integration activities ( and this can be done in
various locations around the globe, but we don't think you will need to travel
more than 20% of your time....)

Qualifications for software test specialist

Example of Software Test Specialist Job Description
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Must have solid test case authoring skills to cover all test phases (Functional
Verification Testing, System Verification Testing)
Familiar with Java/J2EE/Javascript
Good understanding to 2+ operation systems including Linux(Redhat/SuSE),
Windows
Familiar with software engineering and testing process
Knowledge of test tools is a plus, Rational Performance Tester / LoadRunner /
Selenium / QTP / Rational Functional Tester


